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In the debate over producer preference for price instability, Oi argues that
producers prefer price instability to stability using only the case where demand shocks generate instability. In this case, storage hurts producers. We
use the classic welfare economic framework to consider the more likely scenario where instability is generated by supply shocks and, in the absence of
storage, producers prefer production and price instability. However, producers can increase their profits by storing part of the production in the
low-price period and releasing stocks in the high-price period. The strong
conclusion is that producers prefer, on net, price stability to instability when
the possibility for storage exists. Under profit maximization, producers, not
governments, engage in storage. Producers prefer to produce under unstable
prices, but to sell at stable prices. On net, producers prefer price stability.
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1. Introduction
The debate over both producers’ preference for price instability and the economic effects of commodity storage has a long history (Schmitz et al., 2010). The
early writings on these topics are grounded in classical welfare economics, where
this approach provides the basis for empirical analyses.1 Oi (1961) was among
In many less developed countries, governments engage in food stockholding activities where a major objective is food security. However, in our model food security is not implicitly considered. Storage under food insecurity is taken up elsewhere (Schmitz & Kennedy, 2016; Kennedy, Schmitz, &
van Kooten, 2019; Kennedy, Schmitz, & van Kooten, 2020; Schmitz, 2020; van Kooten, Schmitz, &
Kennedy 2020). In addition, our model does not consider the multiproduct case where, using a utility maximization framework, consumers, like producers, prefer stability for a subset of the total
commodity bundle consumed and produced (Turnovsky, Shalit, & Schmitz, 1980; Schmitz, Shalit, &
Turnovsky, 1981).
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the first economists to take up the debate over producers’ preference for price
instability. However, Oi’s conclusion that producers prefer price instability to
stability has created considerable controversy. Also, the effects of commodity
storage to bring about price stability are unclear (Schmitz, 2018a). Oi considered
only price instability that was created by demand shocks. Here, we extend the Oi
result by including the case where price instability is generated by supply disturbances, and show that producers prefer price instability in production but not
in consumption. We formulate a two-stage process, in which producers first
produce a good and then generate additional gains through storage, which generates demand price stability.

2. The Oi Result Revisited
2.1. Price Instability and Demand Fluctuations
Figure 1(a) gives the basic Oi result as to why producers prefer price instability.
Producer supply is given by S and price instability is generated by fluctuations
between D1 and D2 (this is the only case Oi considered). For demand D1, the
equilibrium price and quantity are p1 and q1. For D2, the equilibrium price and
quantity are p2 and q2. Producers prefer instability since they produce the largest
quantity at the highest price. If the producers stored q2 qu in the high price period and released stocks q1qu ( = qu q2 ) in the low price period, they would suffer a welfare loss of

{( p

2

pu ab ) − ( pu p1da )} . This results in a net welfare loss

from price stability of the shaded area (eba).

2.2. Price Instability with Supply Fluctuations
We broaden the discussion to consider the case where price instability is brought
about by supply shocks. In the Oi result in Figure 1(a), when instability is
brought about by demand shocks, producers have no incentive to store because
of a high quantity, high price correlation. However, in Figure 1(b), when instability is generated by supply shocks, the high price p2 is correlated with the low
quantity q2 and low price p1 with high quantity q1. Thus, there is a producer incentive to engage in storage.
In Figure 1(b), in the absence of storage, price instability is brought about by
supply shocks S1 and S2. Demand is given by D. The expected prices and quantities are p1 and q1 in period 1 and p2 and q2 in period 2. As discussed below, producers gain from both price instability in production and from price stability in
consumption.
2.2.1. Producer Welfare: Price Instability with Zero Storage
From Figure 1(b), producers prefer price instability over stability (Schmitz,
2018a, 2018b) as

{( p1bg ) + ( p2 ah )} > 2 ( pu dc ) . The net welfare gain to produc{( fqu q1 g ) − ( iefc )} .

ers is shown by the two different shaded areas

The conclusion that producers prefer price instability is with reference to our
price instability model where the instability is generated by fluctuations in
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Producer preference for price instability under demand shocks and supply
shocks.

supply (S1, S2). This is compared to the stable price situation where, over both
price periods, producers expect the same price and quantity. That is, the supply
curve facing producers in each period is S'.
2.2.2. Producer Welfare: Price Stability with Storage
In Figure 1(b), price instability is due to supplies S1 and S2 that generate quantities q1 and q2. In the absence of storage, the gain to producers from price instability is

{( fq q g ) − ( iefc )} . Now consider storage and its effect on price stabiliu 1

ty. Suppose that q1qu is stored in period 1 and released in period 2. With storage,

the consumption price is pu (but we emphasize that the consumption price is
with reference to supply S1 and S2 and not S0). Storage, in this case, stabilizes the
consumption price, but not the production price. For S1, there is a gain in total
producer revenue as a result of storage,
loss of

{( p

{( p p fc ) − ( q q gf )} . For S2, there is a
1

u

1 u

2 pu ih ) − ( q2 qu ci )} . Therefore, producers gain from price stability

2 ( iefc ) when storage stabilizes consumption but not production.

The producer gain from price stability due to storage is
gain from production instability is
producers from price stability is

{( iefc ) + ( iefc )} . The

{( fq q g ) − ( iefc )} . Therefore, the gains to
{( iefc ) + ( iefc )} + {( fq q g ) − ( iefc )} . Even if
u 1

u 1

one does not consider the gains from production instability, there is still a positive gain to producers from price stability.
Importantly, there is no need for government to undertake storage to create
price stability since it is in the best interest of producers to engage in their own
storage activities. However, this is often not possible in less developed countries
where producers have inadequate storage. This is often why governments engage
in storage activities.

3. Conclusion
Our conclusion that producers prefer price stability when price instability is due
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to price shocks is based on our framework where production decisions are independent of storage activities. Producers prefer price instability in production,
but prefer price stability in consumption. In this context, storage is feasible,
which was not the case in the earlier literature where producers consider production and storage as a joint activity in the production decision-making process
(Massell, 1970).
There are several limitations to our analysis. First, uncertainty is not considered, and should be taken into account in future work. For example, a model
could be developed, where using our above framework producers have a planning supply curve S' in Figure 1(b) and S1 and S2 give the fluctuations in prices
and quantities due to weather. Papers are needed that empirically demonstrate
the magnitude of the gains and losses from producer price stability with commodity storage under both price certainty and uncertainty.
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